LIST OF "A" ITEMS

for: 2504th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)
in: Brussels on Thursday 8 May 2003

1. Brussels Declaration on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Human Beings
   7800/03 JAI 85 SOC 136
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 2.4.2003

2. Draft Council conclusions on the tracing of the use of prepaid mobile telephone cards, in order to facilitate criminal investigations
   7808/03 ENFOPOL 21 OC 130
   + COR 1 REV 1 (es)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 2.4.2003

3. Convention on the use of information technology for customs purposes (CIS Convention)
   - Draft protocol amending the CIS Convention as regards the creation of a customs files identification database (FIDE)
     = Adoption – Common guidelines
   6763/03 ENFOCUSTOM 8
     + COR 1 (de,da,fr,el,it,nl,pt,ga)
     + COR 2 (fi)
     + COR 3 (fr, de,it,nl,en,el,es,pt,fi,sv,ga)
     + COR 4 (de,it,nl,el,fi,ga)
   7861/1/03 ENFOCUSTOM 16 OC 131 REV 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 9.4.2003
4. Adoption of a Council Recommendation on a Model Agreement for setting up a Joint Investigation Team
   8199/03 CRIMORG 30
   7061/03 CRIMORG 17
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 9.4.2003

5. Adoption of Council conclusions on separate lanes at external border crossing points
   8498/03 FRONT 40 COMIX 245
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

   8525/03 JUSTCIV 68 OC 202
   + COR 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

7. Adoption of a Council Decision authorising the Commission to negotiate with Denmark the conclusion of an Agreement concerning the criteria and mechanisms for establishing the state responsible for examining a request for asylum lodged in Denmark or any other EU Member State, and to negotiate with Iceland and Norway the conclusion of a Protocol pursuant to Article 12 of the Agreement between the European Community and the Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway concerning the criteria and mechanisms for establishing the State responsible for examining a request for asylum lodged in a Member State or in Iceland or Norway
   8309/03 ASILE 23
   8314/03 ASILE 24
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.5.2003

8. Data protection report: Romania
   7781/03 EUROPOL 12 OC 126
   6533/03 EUROPOL 4
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

9. Adoption of a Council Decision on the investigation and prosecution of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes (LA)
   6505/03 CRIMORG 11
   + COR 1
   8509/03 CRIMORG 34 OC 197
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003
10. C.SIS installation and exploitation budget for 2004 and multiannual table of authorised C.SIS installation expenditure (situation at 31 December 2002)
   8447/03 SIRIS 40 OC 195 COMIX 243
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

   8855/03 PESC 215 COAFR 39 OC 222
   8856/03 PESC 216 COAFR 40 OC 223
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

12. Relations with the GCC
   – Addition to the negotiating directives for a Free Trade Agreement with the Arab countries of the GCC
     8528/1/03 REV 1 GOLFE 6 RESTREINT UE
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

(b) Proposal for a Council Regulation implementing Article 12 of Regulation (EC) No 2501/2001 applying a scheme of generalised tariff preferences for the period from 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2004 (LA)
   8518/03 SPG 9
   + COR 1 REV 1
   6947/1/03 REV 1 SPG 4 OC 67
   + COR 1 (da,pt,sv)
   + COR 2 (it)
   + REV 2 (nl)
   6948/1/03 REV 1 SPG 5 OC 68
   + COR 1 (fr,it,es,pt,fi,sv)
   + REV 2 (nl)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

14. Relations with the ACP States
   – Preparation of the 28th meeting of the ACP-EC Council of Ministers on 15 and 16 May 2003, Justus Lipsius Building, Brussels
     8522/03 ACP 56 FIN 155
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.5.2003

15. Proposal for a Council Decision on the position to be adopted by the Community within the ACP-EC Council of Ministers regarding a decision on the use of the reserve of the long-term development envelope of the ninth European Development Fund for debt alleviation
   8814/03 ACP 59 FIN 162
   8816/03 ACP 60 FIN 163
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.5.2003
16. Relations with the Western Balkans
   – Republic of Croatia – Draft Council Decision concerning the signature and provisional application of an Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters between the European Community and the Republic of Croatia concerning the system of ecopoints to be applied to Croatian transit traffic through Austria
   8530/03 YU 29 COWEB 62 TRANS 112 OC 198
   7845/03 YU 21 COWEB 48 TRANS 83 OC 199
   + ADD 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.4.2003

17. Advisory Committee on Freedom of Movement for Workers – Mr João MELO, full member, who has resigned; appointment of Mr Nuno BISCAYA
   8740/03 SOC 172
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 7.5.2003

18. Advisory Committee on Social Security for Migrant Workers – Mr João MELO, full member, who has resigned; appointment of Mr Nuno BISCAYA
   8742/03 SOC 173
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 7.5.2003

19. Advisory Committee on Vocational Training – Mr João MELO, full member, who has resigned; appointment of Mr Vitor CARVALHO
   8743/03 SOC 174
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 7.5.2003

20. Written Questions put to the Council by members of the European Parliament
   (a) No 59/03 by Camilo NOGUEIRA ROMÁN – "Following the Prestige disaster off the coast of Galicia: adoption of specific EU legislation governing the transport of hazardous cargoes by sea"
      6059/03 PE-QE 71
   (b) No 83/03 by Carlos BAUTISTA OJEDA – "EU/Morocco policies"
      6118/03 PE-QE 74
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 5.3.2003
   (c) No 3251/02 by Margrietus van den BERG – "Commission proposal for a certification scheme for the diamond trade"
      6889/03 PE-QE 113
   (d) No 3371/02 by Marianne ERIKSSON – "Cairo document and reproductive health"
      6887/03 PE-QE 111
   (e) Nos 3384/02 by Erik MEIJER and 3401/02 by Marco CAPPATO – "Total Information Awareness"
      6886/03 PE-QE 110
   (f) No 3447/02 by Bob van den BOS – "Human rights situation in Iran – resolution in the UN General Assembly Third Committee"
      6890/02 PE-QE 114
   (g) No 3585/02 by Camilo NOGUEIRA ROMÁN – "Location of the European Maritime Safety Agency"
      6885/03 PE-QE 109
(h) No 3748/02 by Francesco SPERONI – "Population of the Member States"
   6884/03 PE-QE 108
(i) No 3815/02 by Maria SANDERS-TEN HOLTE – "State of affairs regarding the
    ratification of the Montreal Convention for the unification of certain rules for
    international carriage by air"
   6253/03 PE-QE 85
(j) No 3901/02 by Lennart SACREDEUS – "EU, UN drugs conference April 2003 in
    Vienna and support for parents in bringing up their children"
   6257/03 PE-QE 86
(k) No 3903/02 by Bill NEWTON DUNN – "Very unpleasant experience of my constituent
    at Brussels Midi railway station"
   6258/03 PE-QE 87
(l) No 3923/02 by Olivier DUPUIS – "Death of the Chechen Salman Raduyev in a Russian
    gaol"
   659/03 PE-QE 88
(m) No 49/03 by Charles TANNOCK – Financial assistance to Belarus and the Ukraine as
    part of an effort to limit illegal migration flows through those countries to the European
    Union"
   6260/03 PE-QE 89
    approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 12.3.2003
(n) No 6/03 by Mr Olivier DUPUIS – "Decision of the judicial authorities in the Russian
    Federation to regard Colonel Budanov as temporarily insane"
   6740/03 PE-QE 98
(o) No 18/03 by Mr Mario MANTOVANI – "Floods in northern Italy"
   6339/03 PE-QE 92
(p) No 23/03 by Mr Yves PIETRASANTA and others – "EU aid and intervention for the
    victims of Chernobyl"
   6741/03 PE-QE 99
(q) No 66/03 by Mr Carlos BAUTISTA OJEDA – "Fisheries conflicts between Spain and
    Portugal"
   6340/03 PE-QE 93
(r) No 81/03 by Mr Erik MEIJER – "Pressure on the EU to withdraw a diplomatic passport
    used for a visit in support of the Palestinian territories"
   6742/03 PE-QE 100
(s) No 125/03 by Ms Nelly MAES – "Proposal for a Council Regulation banning the export
    of torture equipment"
   6341/03 PE-QE 94
(t) No 174/03 by Mr Isidoro Sánchez García – "Crisis in Venezuela"
   6743/03 PE-QE 101
    approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 26.3.2003